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Phonics – Day 1: We’re working on consonant + le like in candle. 

Remember, every syllable has one vowel sound. A consonant + le at the 

end of a word forms a syllable with a quiet vowel sound right before the 

/l/, called the schwa sound /el/. To read a word with a consonant + le 

syllable, you divide the word before the consonant + le.  

For example: can/dle.  

Read the following words and circle the words that have consonant + le 

in the second syllable of the word.  

little freckle radio 

middle  colder settle 

gentle sample atlas 
 

Read each word in the word grid, and divide each word into two syllables, 

before the consonant + le.  

rid|dle wrin|kle jun|gle puz|zle 

gob|ble ap|ple han|dle wig|gle 

bub|ble bun|dle daz|zle pad|dle 

tat|tle bot|tle twin|kle sim|ple 



Phonics – Day 2: Use the words from the word grid below and sort them into their 

vowel patterns.   

riddle wrinkle jungle puzzle 

gobble apple handle wiggle 

bubble bundle dazzle paddle 

tattle bottle twinkle simple 

d + le  p + le & t + le 

riddle apple 

bundle tattle 

handle simple 

paddle bottle 

 

g + le & b + le k + le & z + le 

jungle wrinkle 

gobble puzzle 

wiggle dazzle 

bubble twinkle 



Phonics – Day 2 cont: Blend and read the words below. Try to challenge yourself! 

In each sentence, mark the words that have the consonant + le.  

juggle raffle turtle shuffle 

spindle needle struggle  thimble 

noble purple eagle cable 

angle sparkle circle trickle 

1. We heard the thunder rumble before it began to 

drizzle. 

2. “I’d like to sample the apple pie”, said Uncle Jack. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Phonics – Day 3: Today we are going to work on soft g (-ge, -gi, gy, and –dge). Soft 

g makes the /j/ sound when it is followed by e, i, or y. Here are some examples; 

gem, giant, gym, and bridge. 

Read each row of words and circle the word that is not an example of soft g.  

 BE CAREFUL! 

E

x 

germ gargle ridge large 

1 charge plunge smudge good 

2 game gist urge grudge 

3 angel orange glue engine 

4 great wage nudge giraffe  

 

 

 

 



Phonics – Day 3 cont.: Use the words from the word bank to complete each 

sentence. Then read each sentence 3 times, and check off each time you read it. 

above again along once piece  wanted 

table sprinkle noodles stable candle dimple 

 

 

1. Can I have a piece of your cookie? 

 

 

2. Zack can’t wait to go to the park again 

 

 

3. Put the candle in the middle of the birthday cake. 

 

 

4. Please come to the table to eat dinner.  

 

 

5. Everyone wanted to go to the movies on Saturday. 

 

 

6. Sally is walking to the stable to see the horses. 

 

 

7. We love when mom makes us noodles with red sauce.  

 

 

8. Once upon a time there was a lady who lived in a tall castle.  

 

 

9. He shot the basketball above the rim. 

 

 

10. They sprinkle salt and pepper on their food. 

 

 



Name 

Basic

bridge

huge

stage

judge

cage

pledge

badge

fudge

dodge

edge

age

lodge

Review

I’ve

didn’t

you’re

they’d

Spelling WordsYou can spell the soft g, or /j/, sound with the letters  
–ge, as in cage, or –dge, as in judge.

u Write each basic Spelling Word in the correct 
column.

Words with  
–ge

Words with  
–dge

Soft g (–ge, –dge)

Spelling

huge

age

bridge
stage judge
cage pledge

fudge

lodge

badge

edge
dodge
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Name 
Phonics

Consonant + le
The word little has two syllables: lit-tle. The first syllable is closed.  
It has a short vowel sound. The last syllable is a consonant + le  
syllable. It has a quiet vowel sound.

u Choose and write the word that names the picture. Circle the 
consonant + le syllable. 

fizzle  fiddle  fumble baffles  bobbles  bubbles

kettle   kibble  knuckle goggles  giggles  grapples

cuddle   candle  crinkle ripple  rumble  rattle

kettle

candle

fiddle

goggles

rattle

bubbles
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Name 
Spelling

Basic

bridge

huge

stage

judge

cage

pledge

badge

fudge

dodge

edge

age

lodge

Review

I’ve

didn’t

you’re

they’d

Spelling WordsYou can spell the soft g, or /j/, sound with the letters 
–ge, as in age, or –dge, as in badge.

u Write the Spelling Word that best completes each 
sentence.

1. Mom made a tray of  . 

2. Clean the pet’s  .

3. We walked over the  .

4. A whale is  !

5. You can vote at  18.

6. Don’t stand by the cliff’s  !

7. We ran to  the ball.

8. Who will  the art show?

9. The actors are on the  .

10. A police officer has a  .

u Write two more sentences with missing Spelling 
Words, like the ones on this page. Then trade with  
a partner. Complete each other’s sentences. 

Soft g (–ge, –dge)

fudge
cage

bridge
huge

edge
age 

dodge 
judge

stage
badge
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Name 
Phonics

Phonics Review
You can use syllable patterns to read longer words. Look at  
the syllables in bold print to learn about syllable patterns:

• candle, can-dle: closed syllable CVC pattern for a short vowel sound 

• candle, can-dle: consonant + le pattern for a soft vowel sound 

• bonus, bo-nus: open syllable CV pattern for a long vowel sound 

• carpet, car-pet: r-controlled vowel sound syllable

• awful, aw-ful and teabag, tea-bag: vowel team syllables

u Choose and write two words to complete each sentence.

1. My  barks when I play the  . 

 bugle bacon beacon beagle

2. The coins  in my  pocket. 

 joyful jingle jacket jungle

3. Mom put a vase of  on the  .

 tulips tumbles table turtle

4. A jigsaw  is  for a rainy day. 

 pebble pickle perfect puzzle

5. Jim likes   in his notebook. 

 drawing dropping drizzle doodles

6. Silly  make Dad  . 

 cartons cartoons chuckle checker

beagle

jingle jacket

tulips table

puzzle

drawing

cartoons chuckle

doodles

perfect

bugle
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Name 

Generative 
Vocabulary

Prefix pre–

Add a prefix in front of a base word to change the meaning of  
the word. The prefix pre– means “before.” If you do not know the 
meaning of a base word, look the word up in a dictionary. 

u Add the prefix pre– to each word. Then write  
the meaning of the new word.

1. sliced: 

2. cook: 

3. paid: 

4. measure: 

5. package: 

u Choose two words with the prefix pre– from above and write a 
sentence for each. Check the meaning of base words you do not 
know in a dictionary. 

6.  

  .

7. 

  .

presliced; sliced before

prepaid; paid before

prepackage; package before

precook; cook before

premeasure; measure before

Responses will vary.

Responses will vary.
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Name Grammar
2.6.1

Nouns Ending with ’s

Read each sentence. Underline the sentence that uses a possessive 

noun correctly.

1. We see Trey’s house.   2. Don’t sit on the tree’s branches. 
We see Treys house.   Don’t sit on the trees branches.

3. The donkeys ears are very long.   4. Our teacher is Ben’s aunt. 
The donkey’s ears are very long.   Our teacher is Bens aunt. 

5. We followed the games rules.  6. That is my dogs bed. 
We followed the game’s rules.   That is my dog’s bed. 

7. The phone’s screen glows.   8. Mom’s scarf is green. 
The phones screen glows.   Moms scarf is green. 

9. I found Petes gloves. 10. Jason spoke to the store’s manager.  
I found Pete’s gloves.   Jason spoke to the stores manager. 

Revisit a piece of your writing. Edit the draft to make sure all nouns 

ending with an -’s are used correctly.

A possessive noun shows that a person, animal, or thing owns or  
has something. 
When a noun names one, add an apostrophe (’) and s to that noun to 
show ownership. This makes the noun a possessive noun.

The child’s blanket is soft.

(1 point each)
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Name Grammar
2.6.2

Nouns Ending with an Apostrophe

Read each pair of sentences. Underline the sentence that uses a 

possessive noun correctly.

1. The players’ uniforms are new.   2. We read the kids’ books.
 The players uniforms are new.    We read the kids books. 

3. The boys shoes were wet.    4. All the clocks alarms went off.  
The boys’ shoes were wet.    All the clocks’ alarms went off. 

5. The teachers’ room is down the hall.  6. We heard the girls’ voices.   
The teachers room is down the hall.   We heard the girls voices. 

7. The buildings lights sparkled.  8. My cousins cat is very friendly.  
The buildings’ lights sparkled.  My cousins’ cat is very friendly.

9. The bees’ hive is buzzing.  10. The cars’ engines roared.  
The bees hive is buzzing.   The cars engines roared. 

Revisit a piece of your writing. Edit the draft to make sure all nouns 

ending with an apostrophe are used correctly.

A possessive noun shows that a person, animal, or thing owns or  
has something.
When a noun names more than one and ends in -s, add just an 
apostrophe (’) after the ending -s to show ownership.

The musicians’ show was great.

(1 point each)
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Name Grammar
2.6.3

Forming Possessive Nouns

Underline the sentence that uses a possessive noun correctly.

1. My bikes’ front tire has a leak.  2. A bear’s cubs played. 
My bike’s front tire has a leak.  A bears’ cubs played. 

3. The dogs’ tails wagged. 4. The man’s hat blew away. 
The dogs tails wagged.  The mans’ hat blew away.

5. The books covers were dusty. 
The books’ covers were dusty. 

Revisit a piece of your writing. Edit the draft to make sure all 

possessive nouns are used correctly.

When a noun names one person or thing, add an apostrophe (’) and 
an s to that noun to show ownership.

The singer’s voice was loud.

When a noun names more than one and ends in -s, add just an 
apostrophe (’) after the -s to show ownership.

The singers’ voices were loud.

(2 points each)
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Name Grammar
2.6.4

Review Possessive Nouns

Write the possessive form of each underlined singular noun.

1. The fish food floats in the water.  

2. We went to my aunt house.  

3. The sink drain is clogged.  

4. Do you know the store hours?  

5. The chef hat is tall and white.  

Write the possessive form of each underlined plural noun. 

6. We listened to the birds songs.  

7. Our cousins farm is in Iowa.  

8. All the artists pictures were colorful.  

9. The nurses uniforms are blue.  

10. Hang visitors coats in the closet.  

Revisit a piece of your writing. Edit the draft to make sure all 

possessive nouns are used correctly.

Add an apostrophe (’) and s (’s) to a singular noun to show ownership. 
Add an apostrophe (’) to a plural noun that ends in -s to show ownership.

Singular Possessive Nouns Plural Possessive Nouns

one girl’s shoe five girls’ shoes

a town’s festival many towns’ festivals

(1 point each)

(1 point each)

fish’s
aunt’s

sink’s
store’s
chef’s

birds’
cousins’

artists’
nurses’

visitors’
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Name

Connect to Writing: Using Possessive Nouns  

Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question.

(1) I have two cousins named Amy and Lea. (2) My cousins house is a block away 
from mine. (3) One day they told me to come over. (4) They had a surprise. (5) It 
was a dog! (6) A friend of my aunt named Kim helps animals who need homes. 
(7) She thought this dog would be perfect for Amy and Lea. (8) She was right! 

1. What change, if any, could improve sentence 2?

A. Change My cousins house to  
My cousins’ house.

B. Change My cousins house to  
My cousin’s house.

C. Change My cousins house to 
Cousins house.

D. Change My cousins house to  
Their cousins house.

2. Which of the following could replace sentence 6 to make it less wordy?

A. A friend of my aunt’s named Kim helps animals who need homes.

B. A friend of my aunt’s, helps animals and finds them homes.

C. My aunt’s friend Kim helps animals who need homes. 

D. Kim, who is a friend of my aunt’s, finds animals homes to help them.

Describe a time when you were surprised by something. What made it 

a surprise? Write two or three sentences about it.

Grammar
2.6.5

Sara wrote a paragraph about a surprise from her cousins. Read her 
paragraph. Look for any revisions she should make. Then answer the 
questions.

(Responses will vary.)
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Name:                                                                                                5-A-Day   Math   Review   -   Answer   Key                              Week   7    (May   11-15,   2020)  

Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday  

Name   the   solid   figure.   

          
sphere  

Name   the    plane   shape.   

                
triangle  

Name   the    solid   figure .   

          
cylinder  

Name   the    plane   shape.   

                
 

square  

Name   the    solid   figure .   

        
 
Rectangular   Prism  

6   +   4   +   6   =    16  
 

2   +   8   +   1   =    11  

Find   the   missing   addend.  
 
7   + 5    =   12  

Circle   all   the    even    numbers.  
 
  54       127       80        95       48  
       224        289       216   

5   +   0   +   8   =    13  
 
8   +   8   +   2=    18  

Circle   all   the    odd    numbers.  
 
   90       37        505         19       58  
      100        11       806    

There   are   37   birds   in   a  
tree.    15   birds   fly   away.  
How   many   birds   are   left?  
 
22    birds   
(37-15)  

James   bought   128  
balloons.    Then   he   bought  
52   more.    How   many  
balloons   did   he   buy  
altogether?  
180    balloons     (128   +   52)  

Jen   had   3   quarters.   .    She  
spent   18 ￠ on   a   lollipop.  
How   much   money   does  
she   have   left?  
 
57   ￠    (75 ￠ -   18 ￠)  

Matt   walked   55   blocks.  
Then   he   walked   27   more.  
How   many   blocks   did   he  
walk   in   all?  
 
82    blocks   (55   +   27)  

582   people   went   to   Giant.  
Then,   145   people   left.  
How   many   people   are   still  
in   Giant?  
 
437    people     (582-145)   

Name   the    plane   shape.   

                
pentagon  

Name   the    solid   figure .   

                
pyramid  

Name   the    plane   shape.   

                
octagon  

Name   the    solid   figure .   

          
cube  

Name   the    plane   shape.   

           
hexagon  

The   rectangle   is   divided  
into   4   equal   parts.    Color  
in    ¼    of   the   rectangle.  
Color   1   part.  

      
 

The   rectangle   is   divided  
into   3   equal   parts.    Color  
in    ⅔    of   the   rectangle.  
Color   2   parts  

      

The   circle   is   divided   into  
4   equal   parts.    Color   in  
¾    of   the   circle.   
   Color   3   parts.  

Draw   a   line   or   lines   to  
show   fourths   (4   equal  
parts).   

           

Draw   a   line   or   lines   to  
show   thirds   (3   equal  
parts).  

              



Day 1 –  Geometry review  KEY  
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Reteaching

12-8
Name

Problem Solving:  
Use Reasoning

Read the clues. 

I am not a square. 
I do not have 4 sides.  
Which shape am I?

To find the shape, think: 
It is not a square, so cross out the square. 

It does not have 4 sides, so cross out  
the shape with 4 sides. 

Circle the shape that fits the clues.

Cross out the solid figures or shapes that do not fit  
the clues. Circle the shape or solid figure that  
answers the question.

1.  I do not have edges.
I am not a pyramid. 
Which shape am I?

2.  I do not have 6 sides.
I am not a circle. 
Which shape am I?



Practice

12-8
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Name

Problem Solving: Use Reasoning
Cross out shapes that do not match the clues. 
Circle the shape that answers the question.

 1.  Which shape am I?
I have 3 sides and 3 vertices. 
The lengths of my sides are equal. 

 2.  Which shape am I?
I have more than 5 sides.  
The lengths of my sides are equal.

 3.  Which shape am I?
I have 5 flat surfaces. You can  
trace my flat surfaces to make  
a triangle and a rectangle.

 4.  I have no vertices or edges. 
I have 2 flat surfaces. 
Which shows my shape?

𝖠 

𝖡 

𝖢 

𝖣 

 5.  Reasonableness I have 
4 sides. The lengths of my 
sides are not equal. Which 
shows my shape?

𝖠 

𝖡 

𝖢 

𝖣 

𝖢𝖢

𝖠𝖠
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Reteaching

15-2

INCHES

0 1 2

1  inch long. 2  inches long.

1.  Journal Find something in the classroom 
to measure in inches. Draw the object and  
write the measurement to the nearest inch.

  

  



Practice

15-2
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𝖠 𝖢

𝖡 𝖣
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Reteaching

15-3

3 100



Practice

15-3
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𝖠 𝖢
𝖡 𝖣

𝖠 𝖢

𝖡 𝖣
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Reteaching

15-4



Practice

15-4
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𝖠

𝖡

𝖢

𝖣

𝖠

𝖡

𝖢

𝖣

𝖢𝖢

𝖡𝖡
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Reteaching

15-5



Practice

15-5
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𝖠

𝖡

𝖢

𝖣

 +  =  

𝖢𝖢


